Researchers propose new way to improve
beam quality in laser wakefield accelerators
22 March 2016
of laser wakefield accelerators, sometimes called
benchtop accelerators because they can fit on a
standard laboratory table. Because laser wakefied
accelerators are a fraction of the size and cost of
convention accelerators, they could bring high
energy physics experiments to more labs and
universities, and produce charged particles for
medical treatments. Improving the beam quality
could improve the effectiveness of the devices.
The researchers describe their method in a paper
in the Journal of Applied Physics.
Conventional particle accelerators use electric
fields or radio waves to accelerate bunches of
charged particles. Laser wakefield accelerators
operate on a very different principle.
The laser in the laser wakefield accelerator sends a
pulse through a diffuse plasma. Plasma is a state of
matter that contains positive ions and free
electrons. The laser pulse excites waves in the
This image shows the self-generated magnetic field
plasma. The waves, in turn, create an electric field,
strength of a symmetric laser pulse (a) and an
also known as a laser wakefield, that traps
asymmetric laser pulse (b), given the same laser
electrons and accelerates them to energy levels up
strength and plasma density characteristics. The
to the order of gigaelectronvolts. In comparison, the
maximum magnitude of the magnetic field is about 15
Tesla for the asymmetric pulse, compared to 6 Tesla for LHC, the world's most powerful particle accelerator,
the symmetric pulse. Credit: Gupta, et al/ JAP
can accelerate particles to energy levels of
teraelectronvolts (1000 gigaelectronvolts).

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which helped
scientists discover the Higgs boson, is a huge
instrument buried under the Swiss-French border.
It needs 27 kilometers of track to accelerate
particles close to the speed of light before
smashing them together. Yet there's another type
of particle accelerator, called a laser wakefield
accelerator, that requires only a fraction of the
distance of conventional accelerators like the LHC.

The Indian and South Korean research team
identified a technique they think could increase the
number of electrons trapped in the wake of the
laser pulse, and therefore improve the beam quality
of laser wakefield accelerators.
The finding could improve technology for future
accelerators, said Devki Nandan Gupta, a physicist
at the University of Delhi in India and a member of
the team.

In addition to an electric field, plasma-laser
Now researchers from India and South Korea have interactions can generate a magnetic field. When a
proposed a new way to improve the beam quality laser pulse propagates through a plasma, the
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electric field of the laser pulse pushes the electrons
around. If there is a net electron current within the
pulse, it generates a magnetic field.
Gupta and his colleagues analysed laser-plasma
dynamics using 2D computer simulations and found
that if the plasma density varies and if the laser
pulse compresses at the front so that it is
asymmetric, both factors produce a larger magnetic
field.
"Our study might be helpful in improving the beam
quality of the laser wakefield accelerators," Gupta
said. "The self-generated magnetic field bends the
trajectory of the outgoing electrons towards the
plasma wake, consequently the total number of
trapped charge particles in the plasma wake
increases and hence the total charge in the
accelerated bunch in the laser wakefield
acceleration increases."
Plasma-based accelerators require approximately
1000 times less distance than standard particle
accelerators to achieve a comparable particle
energy level. However, the technology is still in the
developmental stage. Experimental plasma
accelerators have been built in some national labs
and universities and the technology continues to
improve.
Gupta and his colleagues hope their work could
facilitate the next generation of plasma
accelerators. "The next step would be to justify
these results in three-dimensional geometry. Of
course, we may think to test these results
experimentally in future as well," he said.
More information: "Large-scale magnetic field
generation by asymmetric laser-pulse interactions
with a plasma in low-intensity regime," K. Gopal, D.
N. Gupta, Y. K. Kim, M. S. Hur and H. Suk, Journal
of Applied Physics, March 22, 2016. DOI:
10.1063/1.4943180
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